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Goals
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1. Strategies for Exhibition 
Planning and Installation

2. Connecting Preservation with 
Exhibition Planning

Gain a better 
understanding of Key 

Themes...
 

Key Themes



INTRODUCTIONS

Please share the following:

1. Your name
2. Where you work: institution, location, your role, and how long 

you have worked there

In the past month...

3. What are you hoping to learn at today’s webinar
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Case Study - Reopening of the Chase Home Museum

● Strategic Planning

○ Reviewing and Updating Guiding 

Documents

○ Awareness of limitations - staff, 

budget, etc.

○ Taking ownership and control of 

the space
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Case Study - Reopening of the Chase Home Museum

● Evaluate the physical space and develop a plan

○ Painted walls, replaced carpet

○ Display style (quantity, method, etc.)

○ Object Safety

■ Hanging system

■ Stanchions, cases with vitrines, mounts

■ U/V film over windows
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Case Study - Reopening of the Chase Home Museum

● Evaluate the Interpretive Framework

○ 3 Permanent Galleries 

■ stable interpretation based on the 

strengths of our collection

■ rotate collection objects as needed
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Case Study - Reopening of the Chase Home Museum

● Evaluate the Interpretive Framework

○ 1 Temporary Gallery 

■ rotating exhibition

■ community-based curation

■ event hosting

○ 1 Interactive Gallery

■ Response to visitor feedback

■ Engage a wider audience
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INTRODUCTION TO EXHIBITION PLANNING

Most of us are caring for inherited spaces and collections:

1. Develop a strategy for zooming out and thinking about 
long-term collection care and presentation

2. Implement exhibition planning tools to work at a sustainable 
pace and accomplish goals
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PURPOSE OF EXHIBITIONS
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… forge emotional and intellectual connections 
between the interests of the audience and the 
meanings inherent in [your collections].

… help visitors make broader emotional and 
intellectual connections with the objects, images, 
processes, structures, landscapes, and other 
features they encounter at that site.

Translation: Exhibits help people care about and understand 
the stories your museum collections can tell



EFFECTIVE EXHIBITIONS INCLUDE…
1. Objects that help illustrate the story

2. Interpretation based on historical context, solid research

3. Components that speak to different learning styles, preferences, 
and access

4. Encourage engagement and critical thinking
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VALUE OF EXHIBITION PLANNING

1. Manage expectations and resources

2. Accomplishing institutional goals

3. Provide a unique experience for your community/audience
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● Exhibition Planning Tool

○ General Information 

○ Exhibition Description

○ Exhibition Budget

○ Deadlines and Responsibilities

○ Object Selection

○ Look and Feel

○ Programming

○ Reflection/Evaluation

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Exhibition Description Activity (5 min individual) 

Based on your knowledge of your collection - What 

story would you like to tell with an exhibition? Think 

about context and objectives.

Group Questions (10 minutes group)

What did you find useful about this process?

How is this process different from what you usually do?

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Activity



Managing the Project

● Timeline

○ Work backward to determine deadlines

○ The more time the better 

● Task Lists 

○ Determine the big things and then break them 
down into smaller things

○ Flag tasks that will require more work

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Organization and Layout

● Remember that you are curating an experience

○ Should certain objects be displayed together? 

How will interpretation be placed, by which 

objects? 

○ Where are the natural focal points and how are 

you using them?

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Consider Physical Access

● Provide seating strategically 

○ Where do you want participants to stop 
and reflect?

○ Preservation implications - people who 
need to rest aren’t leaning on casework

● Space casework to accommodate wheelchairs 
and strollers

● Space objects so that people can stop and 
observe without crowding

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Consider Intellectual Access and Preference 

● Streakers - walk through galleries and glance

● Strollers - take a little more time looking and engage 
with some content

● Studiers - try to absorb everything, ask questions

● Stewards - changed by the experience, become 
advocates for your collection, come back often to 
learn

● Use graphics, design hierarchy, and interactives to 
help expand intellectual access

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Consider Access for People with Disabilities

● Blindness and low-vision: consider including audio, 

touch objects, large print options

● Mobility: place labels and objects so that they are 

viewable from a seated position, alternate ways to 

access materials that are inaccessible (stairs)

#1 Preparation FUNDING
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Exhibition Planning Basics



Planning for installation

● Staff

● Supplies

○ Clean tables, gloves, and storage 

○ Tools, ladders, hardware

○ Labels, graphics, interactives, 

educational modules, etc.

#1 Preparation Train Staff
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Exhibition Installation



Planning for installation

● Mounts 

○ Ready-made solutions

○ In-house fabrication

○ Keep accessibility in mind

■ Heights, angles, lighting, pathways

○ Keep preservation in mind

■ Object limitations, conditions, etc.

#1 Preparation Train Staff
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Exhibition Installation



● Document your work!

#1 Preparation Train Staff
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Exhibition Installation



BREAK (10 Minutes)
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Case Study - Know Your Folk Recent Acquisitions 
Temporary Exhibition
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Case Study - Know Your Folk Recent Acquisitions 
Temporary Exhibition

● Museum Objectives
○ Provide information about our collection
○ Advocate for the Folk Arts Program
○ Create connections between visitors and traditional artists

● Visitor Objectives
○ Understand that Utah’s diverse communities are vibrant 

and active
○ Understand that our Department and Division are 

invested in supporting living artists
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Interpretive Panels that focused on answering 
common questions

Case Study - Know Your Folk Recent Acquisitions 
Temporary Exhibition
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Gallery Guides with accessibility in mind
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Case Study - Japantown in the Heart of Salt Lake City 
Community Curated Exhibition

● Community-based and co-curated exhibition
● Included representatives from the Japanese 

American community during our exhibition 
planning
○ What would they like to see? Which artists 

would they include? What history needs to 
be shared? What matters to the current 
community?
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Case Study - Japantown in the Heart of Salt Lake City 
Community Curated Exhibition

The community wanted visitors to understand the history and vibrancy of the Japanese American 
community in Utah
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Case Study - Japantown in the Heart of Salt Lake City 
Community Curated Exhibition



This project was made possible in part by the National Endowment for the Humanities.

Thank You!
Rachel Haberman |  rachelhaberman@utah.gov  
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